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A B S T R A C T

Introduction: Dementia poses a considerable socioeconomic burden to society. On a global scale, family and other unpaid care predominates. Supporting caregivers is crucial, but scalable interventions are currently lacking. Because a growing number of studies have suggested that online training and support programs hold considerable promise for scaling up, we reviewed existing literature.

Methods: We systematically searched 6 databases to identify studies of Internet-based interventions designed to train and support caregivers of people with dementia, and we formally assessed risk of bias.

Results: Eight randomized control trials met our inclusion criteria involving over 900 participants. The content and structure of Internet-based interventions, outcome measures, and duration differed markedly, and selection, performance, and reporting biases were varied and on occasion of concern. Six studies reported outcomes in caregivers’ mental health outcomes, 3 studies reported burden outcomes. Three studies reported knowledge skills, quality of life and reaction to challenging behaviours, whereas 2 studies reported changes in coping outcomes and self-efficacy. No studies reported outcomes on quality of care.

Discussion: Although there is some evidence that Internet-based interventions can improve mental health outcomes for informal caregivers of people with dementia, marked methodological diversity across studies prevented the robust pooling of the results. A concerted and cohesive approach from all stakeholders is now required to help realize the full potential of this emerging field.

© 2017 Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of AMDA – The Society for Post-Acute and Long-Term Care Medicine.
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Currently, 47 million individuals have dementia and this figure is projected to rise to 131 million by 2050. Dementia is the main predictor of disability and need of care in older adults who are often cared for by family members and other unpaid (informal) caregivers, particularly in low- and middle-income countries. The prevalence of psychological distress, such as depressive and anxiety symptoms, is high in caregivers of people with dementia.

Training and support for family and other unpaid caregivers is an important public health priority for which urgent global action is required. The strategy and action plan on ageing and health of the
World Health Organization (WHO) states that special efforts are needed to ensure that caregivers have access to information and/or training they need to perform their role. This will warrant the provision of the best possible care and relieve caregivers of the stress that arises from being insufficiently informed and skilled on how to deal with challenging situations. Further, at the 2017 World Health Assembly the global action plan on dementia was approved by WHO’s 194 Member States and specifically stated a need for Internet and mobile phone technologies to provide, “education, skills training, and social support.”

While different types of support for caregivers exist, healthcare providers need to be able to make informed choices about which modality provides optimal use of available resources. For example, with better understanding of the caregiving experience, caregiver support interventions have, in recent decades, evolved from informal self-help/support groups to more formalized interventions that include psychoeducational foci, case management, and individual and family therapy as well as on-line support. Face-to-face interventions providing information, training and support can contribute to improve the quality of care and reduce the psychological distress it poses on caregivers worldwide. However, face-to-face interventions are often resource intense, with respect to human resources and finances. Therefore, they are not scalable in lower resourced settings, while training of family and other unpaid carers is urgently needed. Because of lack of transportation or respite care, living in remote locations, or reluctance to join a group, face-to-face interventions may not be accessible to all caregivers, thus, creating a need for evidence-based alternatives. To scale up caregiver training and support programs at a global level at a much faster speed that currently is the case, the use of the Internet-based interventions seems to have great potential.

Online training and support programs may have several advantages when compared with face-to-face interventions. From the perspective of caregivers, such interventions have considerable potential to reach many caregivers in remote areas alongside those who are time poor and cannot leave a person with dementia unattended or are undertaking other numerous daily activities such as housework, employment, or looking after additional family members. Further, online interventions also have potential to reduce stigma by eliminating the need to visit a mental health institution. From the perspective of healthcare providers, the reduced need for trained coaches or therapists (even where a coach is still part of the online intervention) is a universal advantage because in lower income settings such professionals are lacking, and in higher income country settings, socioeconomic pressures favor sustainable models of delivery.

There are many recent reviews that echo the plausibility of the approach, where online training and support programs for family caregivers of people with dementia have been suggested to reduce caregivers’ psychological distress, improve mental health, and provide cost-effectiveness. Despite such results, global scaling up, which requires a robust body of evidence before recommendation can take place, has remained elusive. Previous reviews in this field have documented only a few published randomized control trial (RCT) studies including favorable outcomes across a range of outcomes and are of mixed methodological quality. These reviews have also highlighted substantial questions as to how best to deliver such interventions (eg, optimal content, underlying theory model, course intensity).

As this evidence base of studies of online interventions for caregivers of people with dementia continues to increase, a systematic evaluation of current literature would provide a vantage point to collate the current body of evidence and would also provide a much needed opportunity to formally explore the potential sources of heterogeneity of results across published studies. Therefore, we designed and conducted a systematic review of RCTs of online training and support programs for family and other unpaid caregivers of people with dementia. In addition, we formally assessed the risk of bias and critically appraised other potential sources of heterogeneity of results with a view to informing public health bodies of what the current stage of such interventions is and what the next steps should be to reaching widespread implementation.

### Methods

We planned to conduct a systematic review and meta-analysis of Internet-based interventions for caregivers of individuals with dementia using a number of key search terms. We aimed to use meta-analysis to explore the effectiveness of the reported studies and to also appraise individual and overall study quality. Throughout the search process, we followed the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) reporting guidelines. We registered the systematic search on PROSPERO (http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_record.asp?ID=CRD42016049102).

#### Search Strategy


Additional searches were performed on the following trial registers: clinicaltrials.gov in the United States; International Standard Randomised Controlled Trial Number and National Research Register in the United Kingdom; University hospital Medical Information Network- Clinical Trials Registry in Japan; Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry in Australia and New Zealand; the WHO International Clinical Trials Registry Platform; the International Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers and Associations Clinical Trials Portal and controlled-trials.com.

#### Eligibility Criteria

We focused on Internet-based interventions, which meant that DVD programs or telephone support services for caregivers were not included. All study designs were included for the systematic search, however, only RCT designs would be taken forward for summaries and meta-analyses. Should it not be possible to undertake a meta-analysis we planned to summarize the results of all the available RCT studies identified from our systematic search.

#### Outcomes

The outcomes of interest included 2 primary outcomes: mental health (depressive and anxiety symptoms) and burden and 6 secondary outcomes: caregiver knowledge, quality of life of caregivers, quality of care, responding to challenging behavior, coping, and
self-efficacy. For burden we included measures of self-reported burden and provided another group summarizing stress outcomes.

Quality of Included Studies

We assessed the risk of bias of the included studies across the domains and using the judging criteria recommended by the Cochrane Collaboration.21 If meta-analysis were feasible, we planned to use the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development, and Evaluations (GRADE) scoring system to evaluate each outcome measure of interest across measures of study quality, consistency, directness of findings, and effect size.22

Results

Our systematic search identified 1508 publications, of which 261 were duplicates leaving an initial screening list of 1247 publications (Figure 1). After 2 blinded reviewers screened these we identified 31 publications, which reported trials of interventions in the field, of which 8 were randomized control trials. The 8 randomized controlled trials included Computerlink,23 Caregivers friend,24 Caring for Others,25 iCare,26 Ginkgo,27 Mastery over Dementia,28,29 Diapason,30 and Star E-learning.31 Details of the included RCT studies are reported in Table 1.

Description of the Online Training and Support Programs

The training and support programs differed in their overall content, underlying theoretical model and psychological techniques used, components, and intensity of delivery.

Content

Only one-half of the programs are described in enough detail to understand which themes are part of it. This holds for Mastery over Dementia,28,29 Diapason,30 Star E-learning,31 and iCare.26 These programs cover more or less the same themes: understanding dementia,26,28,30,31 improving communication skills,26,28,30,31 arranging help and support,26,28,30,31 coping with caregiver distress,26,28,30,31 dealing with functional loss,26,28,30,31 dealing with challenging behaviors,26,28,30,31 and preparation for the future.26,30 Although the other programs studied a better understanding of dementia,23 there is not enough information provided to understand other themes that might have been covered.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study/Year</th>
<th>Population (Country)</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Comparison (s)</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beauchamp et al 2005</td>
<td>Employed family caregivers of people with dementia (USA)</td>
<td>Caregivers Friend: 6 mo access to online intervention with 30 d follow-up (N = 150).</td>
<td>Control: Usual care and waitlist control (N = 149).</td>
<td>Primary: There was no clear single primary outcome stated, however there were eight outcomes of interest which included the use of the following scales; (i) Depression (CES-D), (ii) the State–Trait Anxiety Inventory, (iii) the Caregiver Strain scale from Benjamin Rose, and (iv) Positive Aspects of Caregiving. Instruments were also used to assess stress, self-efficacy and coping skills. Improvements: Significant improvements in; depression, anxiety, stress, caregiver strain, caregiver gain, self-efficacy, and intention to seek help. No improvement; Ways of coping.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blom et al 2015</td>
<td>Caregivers of people with dementia (The Netherlands)</td>
<td>Mastery over Dementia: a package of 8 online lessons (1 session per wk) and a “booster” session over a maximum period of 3 mo) (n = 151).</td>
<td>Control: Minimal intervention e-bulletins (n = 100).</td>
<td>Primary: Depression (CES-D) Secondary: Anxiety (HADS-A). Improvements: Moderate improvement for anxiety, and small improvement for depression.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brennan et al 1995</td>
<td>Caregivers of people with Alzheimer disease (USA)</td>
<td>ComputerLink a computer network to provide information, communication and decision support delivered over a 12-mo period. (N = 51).</td>
<td>Treatment as usual and ‘placebo’ training where participants were trained to find local services and resources (n = 51).</td>
<td>Primary: There were three separate outcomes of main interest; (i) decision confidence, (ii) decision-making skill and (iii) isolation. Note: Two ‘intervening’ variables were also of interest which included depression and burden. Improvements: Improved decision making confidence. No improvement; No effect on decision making skills, no improvements in social isolation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristancho-Lacroix et al 2015</td>
<td>Informal caregivers of people with Alzheimer disease (France)</td>
<td>Diapason: A web-based psychoeducational program delivered over a 3-mo period (N = 25).</td>
<td>Control: Usual care (N = 24).</td>
<td>Primary: Caregivers’ perceived stress (PSS-14, primary outcome) Secondary: Self efficacy measured by (RSCS), caregiver bother (RMBPC), burden (Zarit), Depression (BDI-II), coping and self-perceived health (NHP). Note: Measured during face-to-face on-site visits: at baseline, at the end of the program (mo 3), and at follow-up (mo 6). Improvements: Knowledge of disease as measured through visual analogue scale. No improvement; There were no observed benefits for outcomes regarding stress, burden, self-efficacy, caregiver bother, depression, coping or self-perceived health.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hattink et al 2015</td>
<td>Dementia caregivers (both laypeople and professionals with subgroup results presented) (United Kingdom and The Netherlands)</td>
<td>Web-Based STAR E-Learning course: an 8 module course given across 2–4 mo (N = 27 for laypeople group).</td>
<td>Control: Waitlist control (N = 32 for laypeople group).</td>
<td>Primary: user friendliness, usefulness, knowledge, attitudes, and approaches of caregivers regarding dementia. Secondary; empathy, quality of life (2 specific questions), burden (1 question), and caregivers’ sense of competence (SSCQ). Improvements: positive outcomes regarding user friendliness, usefulness; both the experimental and the control group increased in attitude score. Significant improvements were found in treatment group regarding aspects of empathy. No improvement; There was a reduction in the self-reported sense of competence within the treatment group. No improvement in knowledge, quality of life empathy or burden. (continued on next page)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Components

Different ways of delivery were used in the programs:

- **Written text**: A23–28,30,31
- **Videos, (interactive) exercises and tests**: 26,28,30
- **A forum**: 23,27,28 video-conferencing 25  [Although there was a forum included in the Mastery over Dementia program studied by Blom et al (2015) its use was not included in the study].
- **Built in links to Facebook and LinkedIn communities**: 31

### Personalization

There were different ways in which the programs were personalized. In 3 of the programs a therapist/psychologist, nurse or peer caregiver was involved. 23,25,28 In Mastery over Dementia, the coach (therapist/psychologist) provided feedback on homework that was sent after each lesson by each caregiver. 26 In ComputerLink, a nurse monitored daily private email and a public bulletin board, and answered individual questions that were sent by the caregivers. 23 Caring for Others was personalized because of the format of video-conferencing. In some other programs, a tool was used to allocate the content of the program to an individual caregiver. 23,24,31 In iCare, caregivers were asked to make an individual plan after each lesson. 26,28,30,31 For 1 program, only a very general description is available, including caregiver knowledge, cognitive and behavioral skills and affective learning. 24 and for three programs a detailed description of the techniques that are integrated in the programs is lacking. 22,27,31

### Risk of Bias of Included Studies

The overall risk of bias within the published RCT literature was varied; and for many items the risk of bias was unclear due to the lack of detail in reported studies. Where data were sufficient for further comment, performance bias (ie, blinding of participants and personnel) was commonly at a high-risk level, and the potential of attrition bias (ie, incomplete outcome data) were high throughout the majority of studies. Detection bias (ie, blinding of outcome assessment) and reporting bias (selective reporting) were both of

### Table 1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study/Year</th>
<th>Population (Country)</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Comparison (s)</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kajiyama et al 2013</td>
<td>Dementia family caregivers (USA)</td>
<td><strong>iCARE</strong>: Stress management eTraining program delivered over a 3-mo period (N = 75).</td>
<td>Control: Education only (N = 75).</td>
<td>Primary: Self report measures of stress through the Perceived Stress scale (PSS). Secondary: Caregiver bother (RMBPC), depression (CES-D), and life quality (PQOL)</td>
<td>Improvements; Overall stress. No improvement; No improvement in conditional bother, depressive symptoms and perceived quality of life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lai et al 2013</td>
<td>Family caregivers (Hong Kong)</td>
<td>Pilot study of Ginkgo: 7 wk online training workshop with support forum (N = 3).</td>
<td>Control: Onsite, face-to-face group (N = 8).</td>
<td>Primary: No specific primary outcome.</td>
<td>Improvements; Between group difference included an improved knowledge for the online group. No improvement; No improvements in depression, burden wellbeing or quality of life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marziali and Donahue 2006</td>
<td>Older adults with neurodegenerative disease with Alzheimer disease subgroup (Canada)</td>
<td>Pilot study of Caring for Others: 10-session, manual-guided psychosocial support video conference group, followed by 12 additional online sessions facilitated by a group member, 6-mo follow-up (group with Alzheimer disease, N = 22).</td>
<td>Control: Nonintervention control group (N = 22).</td>
<td>Primary: No specific primary outcome stated. Outcomes of interest included health-status (Health Status Questionnaire 12), stress-response measures (IADL/ADL), depression (CES-D) and caregiver bother (RMBPC) at baseline and 6-month follow-up and the Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support.</td>
<td>Improvements; Secondary analysis indicated a decline in stress, alongside good adherence to the online group discussion themes similar to face-to-face intervention. No improvement: Across all outcomes, there were no differences between intervention and control groups at follow-up.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BDI, Beck Depression Inventory; CES-D, Center for Epidemiologic Studies—Depression Scale; GHQ-30, General Health Questionnaire-30; HADS, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; IADL/ADL, Instrumental Activities of Daily Living; NHP, Nottingham Health Profile; PQOL, Perceived quality of life; PSS, Perceived Stress Scale; RMBPC, The Revised Memory and Behavior Problems Checklist; RSCS, Revised Scale for Caregiving Self-Efficacy; SCQ, Short Form of Competence Questionnaire; ZBI, Zarit Burden Interview.**

Table describes the study, year, population, comparison, and narrative findings across all RCTs identified.
particularly mixed quality across all studies, whereas the risk of selection bias (both random sequence generation and allocation concealment) was low in all studies where the measure was reported in sufficient detail for assessment (Figure 2).

Data Synthesis and Summary of Evidence Identified

Six studies reported outcomes regarding caregivers’ depression, and two studies found an improvement for this outcome. Two studies reported outcomes on anxiety where both observed overall improvements. Three studies specifically reported “burden” as an outcome where there was no specific improvement of burden. In one of the studies a significant negative effect on sense of competence was found which items are highly overlapping with the Zarit burden interview. Three studies reported stress outcomes where two studies reported benefits in the treatment group. A meta-analysis could not be conducted for the primary outcome measures because of the marked methodological diversity and statistical heterogeneity across studies, and, thus, we were not able to undertake GRADE recommendation scoring.

Three papers described outcomes regarding knowledge skills, where two studies showed significant improvements. Two studies reported coping outcomes, where there was no improvement in either study, and three studies reported on the quality of life of caregivers where there were no improvements observed. Three papers described reaction to challenging behaviors, where there were no significant improvements observed. Two studies reported self-efficacy outcomes, where one paper demonstrated improvements. There were no reported outcomes regarding quality of care.

Discussion

We set out to update current understanding and to explore overall estimates of effect for online training and support programs for informal caregivers of people with dementia. While a meta-analysis was not feasible due to considerable methodological heterogeneity, our search identified 8 RCT studies and, thus, provides the greatest number of studies in the field collated to date. Identified studies were extremely varied in their design including content delivered (eg, mechanism of delivery and overall content), underlying theoretical model and intensity of the course delivered. Where commonalities exist between interventions (for example most psychological techniques were based around stress models), the precise approach was still considerably varied. Insufficient reporting of study details and quality was a problem identified throughout published literature.

Our systematic evaluation of current evidence did not permit us to undertake meta-analysis: falling into the classic “apples and oranges” scenario and parallels findings from other reviews in recent years. Whenever the field reaches the point where we can combine such studies, there is another pertinent challenge to future meta-analysis in that the pre-post estimation of effectiveness of individual studies will often differ in magnitude from postestimation of effects. For example, all anxiety and depression outcomes identified in this review demonstrated treatment groups which were nonsignificantly worse than control at baseline. The implication of this is that conventional meta-analysis guided by post-measurement may effectively “undersell” the effectiveness of these interventions: yet pre-post estimation of effects may appear to “oversell.” Careful consideration is required.

While we have endeavored to undertake this work as robustly as possible, there are some notable limitations. We carefully considered our definition of “Internet-based interventions” but technology interventions are becoming increasingly complex including TV stations, telephone support, and, thus, there are many studies which we decided a priori would fall outside the scope of this review. Such challenges to review designs are becoming more common and as with all systematic review work, it is plausible that we may have missed relevant literature. There are also crucial elements of intervention design, on which we are unable to comment: the reliability of the intervention (eg, device used, internet connectivity) which can be a common issue in dementia technology trials and is an essential consideration to generalizability of findings. Lastly, the breadth of work undertaken in the field of online interventions for caregivers of people with dementia is substantial. Through the course of this work we identified 23 non-RCT studies where studies were also extremely varied in their approach, modality, and outcomes of interest (References given in Supplementary Appendix 1), but it was not within our objectives to explore these studies in detail.

Similar to other reviews of technology use in dementia, the study quality of individual studies was relatively mixed, and there remain specific challenges to study designs in the field, including potential risks posed by nonblinding of participants, incomplete data reporting, high dropout rates, and recruitment. Such limitations are also true of face-to-face interventions; while there is no “pharmacology placebo,” which can be offered to participants, there may still be an option to deliver the intervention in a more limited information format. Knowledge that an individual is not in a treatment group can be problematic as participants may feel they are “missing out” on a potentially effective intervention. High dropout rates in technology trials are common but the reasons for this are not entirely well understood and further research is needed to explore this.
These issues, alongside the challenges of recruiting caregivers who are already time poor, means that widespread use and compliance may not be straightforward.

Given the fast moving pace of this research area, a cohesive and continued reporting of previous and ongoing studies would be considerably advantageous; both to those working at the public health level alongside those embarking on new studies in the area. One real challenge of systematic reviews, is that by the time they reach publication they can be already out of date, and this holds particularly true for technology based reviews. One pragmatic solution could be the development of an online repository for sharing previous and ongoing studies. Fittingly, collating evidence on online interventions for caregivers of people with dementia could take advantage of the latest technologies, including machine learning approaches whereby much of future review work would be automated.

The concept of “living” systematic reviews is already in exploratory development in many research groups including the Cochrane collaboration. This approach, if combined with greater reporting transparency could help provide a solid basis for a step change in collating the research gap in this field.

There is an urgent global unmet need for effective scalable interventions for caregivers of people with dementia. This systematic review highlights many promising RCT designs testing online interventions for caregivers and demonstrates that there is increasing research interest in this field. This work also highlights a call for further high quality research whereby the details of interventions are reported in sufficient detail to allow faithful replication. Further, it is evident that RCT evidence is only part of the current body of evidence: more attention to non-RCT evidence may substantially help future trials designs. Expanding and deepening the scope of future studies to look at aspects of usability and acceptability alongside process evaluations would build further on current knowledge. Further, there is a need to focus on caregiver interventions that specifically target those needs identified by caregivers themselves can potentially provide insight into interventions that will impact the physical and mental health of caregivers. Recognizing that caregiver interventions can and should build on the caregiver’s existing strengths and resources and be individualized to meet the needs of each caregiving situation can guide future research designs. As care is now being implemented with a person-centered perspective that includes giving voice to people with dementia, the well-being of the caregivers should also be approached with a similar lens. There is now a call for a concerted and cohesive approach from all stakeholders if we are to realize the full potential of this exciting and emerging field.
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